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Size Effect on Strength of Floating Sea Ice
under Vertical Line Load

Zdeněk P. Bažant, F.ASCE,1 and Zaoyang Guo2

Abstract: The size effect on the nominal strength of a floating ice plate subjected to a vertical uniform line load is analyzed. The
produced by the load, which are parallel to the load line, are treated as softening inelastic hinges. The problem is one dimensio
direction normal to the load line, equivalent to a beam on elastic foundation provided by buoyancy of ice in water. The s
moment-rotation diagram of inelastic hinges is simplified as linear and its dependence on structure size~ice thickness! is based on the
energy dissipated by fracture. For thick enough plates, no two hinges~on one side of the line load! can soften simultaneously, in whic
case a simple analytical solution is possible. In that case, the load-deflection diagram has multiple peaks and troughs and co
sequence of spikes that get progressively sharper as the plate thickness increases. In terms of a dimensionless nominal strengt
of a finite fracture process zone at ice surface leads to an up-and-down size effect plot, such that each load peak decreases w
at first but then asymptotically approaches a rising asymptote of the type (thickness)1/4 ~which implies a reverse size effect, caused
buoyancy!. The energy dissipation when the crack in the hinge gets deep causes a strong monotonic size effect, such that the d
less troughs between two spikes, in the case of thick enough plate, decrease asymptotically as (thickness)21/2. For thin enough plates
more than one hinge soften simultaneously and, in the asymptotic case of vanishing ice thickness, the plasticity solution, which h
effect, is approached. In the intermediate size range with hinges softening simultaneously, the exact solution is complicated
approximate formulas for the size effect are possible. They are constructed by asymptotic matching.
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Introduction

When a vertical load is applied over a small area, a floating
ice plate develops radial bending cracks in a star pattern. This
two-dimensional problem, for which accurate analytical solutio
are not possible. One must either use many approximation
uncertain accuracy~Bažant 2000b; 2001a! or resort to numerical
solutions that lack generality and transparency~Bažant and Kim
1998a, b!. However, when a floating sea ice plate is subjected
a vertical line load, the ice plate develops bending cracks par
to the load line. This is a one-dimensional problem, relevant
railroad or a very elongated building placed on the ice, or t
train of vehicles or sleds, or a file skiers, traveling on the ice.
this problem, an accurate analytical solution is possible an
derived in this paper. Analytical solutions have the advantage
they provide understanding and clarify various influences, es
cially the size effect, which has recently been the subject of
tensive debates~e.g., Bazˇant, and Kim 2000; Dempsey 2000
Sodhi 2000!.
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The bending cracks are part-through cracks and the additi
rotations due to cracks may be imagined as rotations in a sof
ing hinge inserted into the crack line. In contrast to plastic hin
considered in plastic limit analysis of beams, frames, and pla
the softening hinges can engender a size effect on the nom
strength of structure. This size is very different from the s
effect occurring when the structure fails due to propagation of
dominant crack. Explicit approximate formulas for this kind
size effect have recently been derived using the technique
asymptotic matching~Bažant 2000a! borrowed from fluid me-
chanics. In this technique, one first obtains the solution for
trapolation to an infinite size and to a vanishing size of the str
ture, even though such sizes may lie far outside the prac
range. Then one ‘‘interpolates’’ between these extremes, seek
smooth formula for the entire size range that matches b
asymptotic solutions.

The size effect on the softening moment-rotation diagram o
softening hinge considered here is similar to that used in a par
study of concrete beam structures~Bažant 2000a!. Despite this
similarity, it turns out that the elastic foundation provided
buoyancy of ice in water leads to a different size effect on
nominal strength of structure.

Brief Review of Researches on Sea Ice Failure

A comprehensive presentation of the mechanical properties o
is found in Sanderson’s~1988! book, and an exposition of the
classical results in the reports of Weeks and Assur~1972! and
Weeks and Mellor~1984!. The early small-scale laboratory tes
of sea ice revealed hardly any notch sensitivity and no fract
mechanics behavior. Accordingly, ice failure has been trea
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from early to recent times according to either plasticity theory
elasticity theory with a strength limit~Bernstein 1929; Neve
1958; Kerr 1975; Sodhi 1995a,b; Kerr 1996; Sodhi 1998!.

When size effect was observed in tests~e.g., Butiagin 1966!, it
was attributed exclusively to the randomness of material stren
as captured by Weibull~1939, 1951! theory. This theory is base
on a qualitative idea of Mariotte~1686! and on the extreme valu
statistics of the weakest link model initiated by Tippett~1925! and
Peirce~1926!, rigorously developed by Fisher and Tippett~1928!
and Fréchet ~1927!, and refined by von Mises~1936!, Epstein
~1948!, Freudenthal and Gumbel~1956!, Gumbel~1958!, etc., and
reviewed by Kittl and Diaz~1988!, and Bazˇant and Planas~1998!.
The statistical explanation of size effect, however, is dubious
cause the fracture process zone normally occupies a relat
large zone~except for very thick plates!, and because the max
mum load is not reached at the initiation of fracture but only af
large stable crack growth~for detailed arguments, see Bazˇant and
Planas 1998, Chap. 12!. Although there is a statistical compone
to the mean size effect~see the Appendix!, the main explanation
must be sought in quasi-brittle fracture mechanics. The determ
istic size effect, which is analyzed in this study, cannot be
nored.

As revealed by some recent experiments~Dempsey 1991; De-
Franco and Dempsey 1992, 1994; DeFranco et al. 1991!, espe-
cially Dempsey’s in situ tests of record-size specimens~Mulmule
et al. 1995; Dempsey et al. 1995; Dempsey et al. 1999a,b!, sea
ice on a large scale does follow fracture mechanics and on sc
larger than about 10 m it is in fact very well characterized
linear elastic fracture mechanics~LEFM!. Hence, the size effect
of fracture mechanics~Bažant 1984, 1993, 1997; Bazˇant and
Chen 1997; Bazˇant and Planas 1998; Bazˇant 1999! must exist.
They may be expected to be strong, especially when large cr
grow stably prior to reaching the maximum load. This includ
sea ice failure under vertical load, which has been analyzed
fracture mechanics at increasing levels of sophistication; e
Slepyan~1990!, Bažant ~1992a,b!, Dempsey et al.~1995!, Bažant
and Li ~1994, 1998!, Li and Bažant ~1984, 1998!, Bažant and Li
~1994!, Li and Bažant ~1994!, Bažant and Kim ~1998a,b!, and
Dempsey et al.~1995!. Various fine points of the vertical penetra
tion problem and the relevant literature were recently discus
by Dempsey~2000!, Sodhi~2001!, and Bazˇant and Kim~2000!.

The micromechanics of ice failure in compression, wh
leads to softening damage, was documented by the studie
Schulson~1990, 2001!. The existence of compression softening
ice can also be clearly discerned from the test data reporte
Sodhi ~1995a,b, 1996, 1998!.

Extending previous researches of size effect in sea ice
Northwestern Univ.~Bažant and Kim 1985; Bazˇant and Gettu
1991; Bazˇant 1992a,b; Bazˇant and Li 1994; Li and Bazˇant 1994;
Bažant et al. 1995; Li and Bazˇant 1998!, Bažant and Kim
~1998a,b! undertook a detailed large-scale numerical analysis
the size effect in the vertical penetration by a concentrated l
~which is imagined, of course, as an approximation to a lo
actually applied over a small area!. The radial cracks emanatin
from the load were subdivided into many vertical strips in each
which the vertical crack initiation and propagation was mode
by a simplified version of the cohesive crack model. The norm
forces in the crack ligaments and the inherent dome effect w
taken into account. The elasticity of the floating wedge segm
of the ice plate between the adjacent radial cracks was simul
by the variational finite difference method. The analysis c
firmed the existence of a strong size effect, approximately follo
ing the law proposed by Bazˇant ~1984! ~cf. Bažant and Planas
y
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1998!. Although the existing field test data on size effect in ve
tical ice penetration~Frankenstein 1963, 1966; Lichtenberg
1974! are rather scattered and have a limited size range,
nevertheless confirm the existence of size effect and are found
to disagree with the size effect resulting from extensive numer
fracture analysis~Bažant and Kim 1998b!.

More detailed recent discussions of previous studies of vert
penetration under a concentrated load are given, for exampl
Bažant ~2000b!, and Bazˇant and Kim~2000!. A fracture mechan-
ics study of the large-scale thermal bending fracture of float
ice ~Bažant 1992a,b!, which is a related problem, also revealed
strong size effect.

An approximate analytical derivation of the size effect law f
the related problem of a concentrated vertical load has rece
been presented in Bazˇant ~2000b!. The law obtained was show
to agree well with the results of previous large-scale numer
simulations~Bažant and Kim 1998a,b!, which were previously
found not to be in conflict with the scant field test data found
the literature ~Frankenstein 1963, 1966; Lichtenberger et
1974!.

Deterministic Size Effect on Moment-Rotation
Diagram

For homogeneous materials in which the fracture process zon
very small compared to the cross section dimension, the size
fect on flexural strength for failures occurring at fracture initiati
is governed by Weibull statistical theory of random streng
However, as shown by recent studies, the size effect on flex
strength at fracture initiation in heterogeneous quasi-brittle m
rials with a sizable fracture process zone is predominantly de
ministic ~unless the plate is much thicker than the process z
size!. It is caused by stress redistribution in the boundary laye
cracking that develops before the maximum load, and the ass
ated energy release~Bažant and Li 1995a,b; 1996; Bazˇant and
Planas 1998, Bazˇant and Nova´k 2000a,b; Bazˇant 2002!. Because
of the heterogeneous quasi-brittle nature of sea ice, the deter
istic theory of size effect on flexural strength will be assumed
hold for sea ice~however, it would not be difficult to include
Weibull-type size effect in the present analysis; see the App
dix!.

According to a detailed analysis in Bazˇant ~2000a, 2001c!, the
size effect on the peak bending momentM p occurring at fracture
initiation from the surface of a plate may be approximately d
scribed as

M p5
M`

Q~h!
, M`5

s0h2

6
, Q~h!5

h1Db

h12Db
~all h! (1)

~Fig. 1 top and middle left!. Heres05tensile strength of ice;h
5ice plate thickness;Db5material constant characterizing th
thickness of the boundary layer of cracking in sea ice; and fu
tion Q(h) characterizes the size effect on flexural streng
lim Q(h)51 for h→`. The thicknessDb is independent of plate
thickness and is governed mainly by material heterogeneity
roughly corresponds to the size of the fracture process zon
vertical fracture of sea ice. For a more detailed justification a
discussion of Eq.~1!, see Bazˇant ~2000a!.

After the boundary layer of cracking fully develops, a vertic
crack initiates from this layer~Fig. 1 middle right!. The diagram
of bending momentM versus the additional relative rotationu
across the hinge plane caused by vertical fracture propaga
~Fig. 1 bottom right! may be derived from fracture mechanic
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / MARCH 2002 / 255
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~Rice and Levy 1972!. According to linear elastic fracture me
chanics~LEFM!, this diagram starts by a descent from infini
and gradually approaches the horizontal axis. However, bec
of the finite cohesive zone at the crack front, the softening d
gram starts its descent from a finite peak moment,M p . The de-
scent will be assumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be line
~triangular, Fig. 1 bottom!, characterized as

uM u
M p

512
uuu
u f

if uuu<u f ; else M50 (2)

whereM p5peak bending moment andu f5rotation at complete
fracture~i.e., the rotation at whichM is reduced to 0!. They are
under the complete diagramM (u) ~Fig. 1 bottom left! must be
equal toGfh ~per unit length in the horizontaly direction!, Gf

being the fracture energy of sea ice. This condition requires

u f5
M p

Rt
5

2Gf

M`

h

Q~h!
(3)

in which the softening bending stiffness

Rt5
M p

2

2Gfh
5

M`
2

2Gf

1

q2~h!h
5

s0
2

72Gf
Q22~h!h3 (4)

If, by contrast, the ice exhibited a fixed~size-independent!
softening stress-strain~rather than stress-displacement! diagram,
as is the case for plastic materials~e.g., Jira´sek and Bazˇant 2002!
and has typically been assumed in earlier studies,Rt would be
proportional toh2 rather thanh3. Therefore, the dimensionles
postpeak bending stiffnessM̄ /u5R̄t5Rt /Eh25M p /Ebh2u f

~where M̄5M /Ebh25dimensionless bending moment! is size
independent in plasticity. Here, however, it decreases with
creasing ice thicknessh ~Fig. 1 bottom right!. This is one source
of size effect.

Fig. 1. Top: boundary layer of cracking in a plate, elastic distributi
of normal stresss, and random scatter of microstressŝ. Middle: Size
effect on flexural strength~modulus of rupture! due to boundary layer
of cracking, and softening hinge with a crack. Bottom: Mome
rotation diagram and its dependence on ice thicknessh.
256 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / MARCH 2002
e

Mathematical Formulation for Floating Beam
with Softening Hinges

A floating plate under a distributed line load~Fig. 2! behaves
exactly as a beam on elastic~Winkler! foundation, provided that
the top of the plate does not get flooded by water. Such flood
can occur only if the maximum deflection exceeds 9% of
thicknessh, and only if there are cracks and the load durati
suffices for water to seep through these cracks. Except for v
thin plates, such a deflection is relatively large and large eno
seepage cracks are not likely to develop before the maxim
load. Therefore, flooding of the top will be assumed not to occ

The governing differential equation is

Dw-81rw50 (5)

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to the len
coordinatex; w5plate deflection~Fig. 2!, r5specific weight of
water ~force/length3!; D5E8h3/125cylindrical stiffness of the
plate, E85E/(12n2); E is Young’s modulus of ice andn its
Poisson ratio. Because of the symmetry of the problem, only
positive branch~including the zero point! needs to be considered
The well-known general solution of this differential equation i

w5e2bx~C1 cosbx1C2 sinbx!1ebx~C3 cosbx1C4 sinbx!
(6)

where C1 ,C2 ,C4 ,C4 are constants to be determined from t
boundary conditions;

b5
1

l&
5S r

4D D 1/4

5S 3r

E8h3D 1/4

(7)

and l 5(D/r)1/45flexural wavelength~characteristic length! of
the floating plate, proportional to the distance between the infl
ion points of the deflection curve. The bending moment and sh
force areM5Dw9, V5M 85Dw-. Eqs.~6! and~7! are valid
under the assumption that the in-plane forceN normal to the line
load is zero or negligible compared to the buckling load~takingN
into account, though, would not be much more difficult!.

Before the first softening hinge starts to form (maxM,Mp),
the boundary conditions arew850 andV5P/2 at x50, andw

Fig. 2. Floating ice plate subjected to line load, deflection curve
and hinge formation
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5w850 atx→` @Fig. 2~b!#. The latter two conditions require tha
C35C450. SettingM5M p at x50, and denoting the maximum
deflection of the plate asw(0)5w0 ~which occurs under the
load!, one obtains the loadP5P1 at the start of formation of the
first hinge, the corresponding deflectionw0 , and the tangentia
stiffnessK05dP/dw0 ;

P154bM p , w05
M p

2b2h
, K05

P

w0
58b3h (8)

Solution When Ice is Thick Enough for Hinges
to Soften in Sequence

Consider now the simple case that the first hinge~that under the
load! has fully softened~i.e., M50 at x50! but no other hinge
has yet started to form; see Fig. 2~c! ~the condition for this to
occur will be better discussed in the following section!. Now the
boundary conditions atx50 change tow950 andV5P/2. The
maxM occurs at the point whereV50 or w-50; the coordinate
of this point isx5p/4b and

maxM5
&P

4b
e2p/4 (9)

A second hinge~with a symmetric hinge at the opposite side
negative x! starts to form when maxM5Mp . This condition
yields

P5P252&ep/4bM p , w05ep/4
1

&

M p

b2h
, K15

P

w0
54b3h

(10)

Third, consider again the simple case that the second hinge
also fully softened toM50 @Fig. 2~d!# before another hinge start
to form. Now Eq. ~6! can be used only for the segmentx
P(0,p/4b) while, for the rest of the beam up to infinity

w5e2bx~C5 cosbx1C6 sinbx! (11)

The conditions for determining constantsC1 ,...,C6 are M50,
V5P/2 at x50, andM 250, M 150, V25V1, w25w1 at the
second hinge~superscripts1 and 2 label the values just to the
right and just to the left of the point!. From this, one can find the
stiffness after two hinges~in the right half of the beam! have
softened to zero

K25
P

w0
5

ep/223

ep/221
4b3h51.901b3h (12)

The load-deflection diagrams for increasing ice thicknessh are
shown in dimensionless coordinates in Fig. 3. The coordinates
chosen so that the dimensionless load corresponding toP1 be the
same and the initial slope corresponding toK1 be also the same
for all h ~in which case the dimensionless slopes correspondin
all Ki are the same as well!. This is achieved in Fig. 3 if the
coordinate iswh/ l 2 and the ordinate isPl/@E8h2Q(h)#.

Thanks to having assumed a simplified linear moment-rota
diagram for the fracturing hinges, the response diagram of l
versus deflection after a hinge starts rotating must also be lin
as shown in the segments fromP1 to P18 and fromP2 to P28 in
Figs. 3~c–f!. The deflection increments for these segments fr
the start to the end of hinge formation could be calculated
solving again the constants of the general solution of the dif
ential equation with proper interface conditions. However, it
much simpler to exploit the energy balance condition of fract
mechanics.
s

e

r,

First assume that the first hinge has fully softened before
second hinge starts to form@Figs. 3~b–e!#. Then the areaWf of
the triangle 0P1P180 represents the energy dissipated by the fi
hinge, which must be equal to the energy needed to create
crack of depthh, which isGfh. Likewise, the area of the triangle
0P2P280 must be equal to the energy dissipated by the sec
hinge in the right half of the beam together with the symmet
hinge in the left half, which is 2Gfh. The area of each triangle i

Wf5
1
2 Pi Pi8~Ki

212Ki 21
21 !, ~ i 51,2,3, . . . ! (13)

Solving for Pi8 and substituting the expressions~8!, ~10!, and
~12!, one obtains

P185
2b2hMp

Rt
(14)

P285e2p/4&~ep/223!
b2hMp

Rt
5

1.116b2hMp

Rt
(15)

and the corresponding load-point deflections are

wi85Pi8/Ki (16)

The nominal stress of the floating ice plate is a load param
having the dimension of stress. It is here defined as

sN5P/h (17)

whereP is the distributed load~of dimension force/length!. When
P becomes the peak load,sN is called the nominal strength. Th
nominal stresses corresponding to load peaks and trou
P1 ,P18 ,P2 ,P28 are

sN1

s0Q~h!
5

P1

s0Q~h!h
5S 16r

27E8
hD 1/4

5
&

3

h

l
(18)

sN1
8

s0Q~h!
5

P18

s0Q~h!h
5

Gf

s0
2A12rE8

h
5

l f

l

h

l
(19)

Fig. 3. Diagrams of dimensionless nominal strength versus dim
sionless deflection, for increasing values of ice thicknessh
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / MARCH 2002 / 257
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sN2

s0Q~h!
5

P2

s0Q~h!h
5S 4epr

27E8
hD 1/4

5
ep/4

3

h

l
(20)

sN2
8

s0Q~h!
5

P28

s0Q~h!h
5

Gf

s0
2A6.696rE8

h
50.7470

l f

l

h

l
(21)

where l represents the flexural wavelength of the plate, andl f

Irwin’s characteristic length of the fracture process zone~or ma-
terial length!

l 5S D

r D 1/4

5S E8
12r D 1/4

h3/4, l f5
E8Gf

s0
2 (22)

Note that the scaling of the peaks of the nominal strength r
s̃N5sNi

/@h Q(h)# depends only on the ratioh/ l and the scaling
of the troughs ofs̃N only on the ratiosh/ l andl f / l . The peaks are
independent ofGf , but the troughs are not.

The size effect plots, customarily drawn as the plots of
logarithm of these nominal stresses as functions of logh, are
shown by the solid curves in Fig. 4~left!. The dashed lines are th
asymptotes, and the dash-dot curves are the size effect cu
without the effect ofQ(D) ~i.e., for Q51!.

The nominal stressessNi
corresponding to the start of eac

fracturing hinge may either continuously increase~not shown in
Fig. 4!, which occurs whenDb is large enough, or may first de
crease and then increase~shown in Fig. 4!, which occurs whenDb

is not large enough. The increase ofsNi
represents a reverse siz

effect, which is caused by the fact that the ratioh/ l is not constant
but decreases with increasingh ~it decreases ash21/4!.

The nominal stresses corresponding to the completion of e
fracturing hinge decrease as 1/Ah @after Q(h) approaches a con
stant value#, i.e., they exhibit the standard LEFM-type size effe
@Fig. 4~b!#. The consequence is that, with increasingh, the load-
deflection slope fromP1 to P18 decreases. This slope depends
parameter

k5bh/Rt5
6E8Gf

s0
2 S 3r

E8
D 1/4

h23/4Q2~h! (23)

For k52, the slope is zero~horizontal segment!. For 1,k,2,
the slope is negative~softening!, which represents an unstab

Fig. 4. Logarithmic size effect plots for nominal stressessNi
( i

51,2) corresponding to the load peaksPi , and for nominal stresse
sNi

8 corresponding to troughs
258 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / MARCH 2002
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h

response if the load is controlled. Fork51, the slope is vertical,
and fork,1 the slope changes from negative to positive, wh
is called the snapback, a behavior that is unstable for both
control and displacement control at the loading point.

Whether or not the case of hinges softening one at a time
actually occur for real thicknesses of sea ice in the Arctic is irr
evant. As will be seen, the purpose is to obtain asymptotic sup
for an asymptotic matching formula valid through the ent
range.

Implications for Size Dependence of Imperfection
Sensitivity

As thicknessh is increased further, the load-displacement d
grams develop sharper and sharper spikes, as seen from the
gression of diagrams in Fig. 3. In the limith→`, the spikes
become infinitely narrow@Fig. 3~e!#. This limiting behavior is
similar to that encountered in shells.

By analogy with shells, the snapback on the load-deflect
diagram must be expected to lead to extreme sensitivity to g
metric imperfections and dynamic disturbances. This may lea
the so-called snapthrough~e.g., Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991!, illus-
trated by the horizontal line on the load-deflection diagram in F
5. The cross-hatched triangle above that line represents the ki
energy of the disturbance required to produce the snapthro
The line for which the cross-hatched triangle above and below
horizontal line has equal areas is called the Maxwell line~known
from the theory of phase changes!; for that line the net energy
change on passing from pointa to point a8 is zero.

In the case of snapback, it would be dangerous to take
design loadP1 divided by the usual safety factor. A safe desi
load must in that case be based on a much reduced load, sam
for axially compressed cylindrical shells. So, for large sizesh, the
design load exhibits a much stronger size effect than the peak
the load deflection diagram.

Load-Deflection Behavior When Hinges Soften
Simultaneously

So far, we have obtained analytical expressions for the lo
deflection diagrams@Figs. 3~c–f!# only for the case that the
hinges are not softening simultaneously. From the solution we
see that the hypothesis of the hinges not softening simultaneo
is always valid if the plate is sufficiently thick. Vice versa, if th
plate is sufficiently thin, the hinges will be softening simult
neously. Let us now discuss such behavior.

Fig. 5. Maxwell line aa8 of possible snapthrough due to imperfe
tions or dynamic disturbances
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For small enough sizesh, parameterk becomes higher than 2
Then the load-deflection diagram afterP2 rises @Fig. 3~a!#, i.e.,
the structure exhibits no softening. Fork53.1, loadP18 at the first
hinge completion becomes equal to loadP2 at the second hinge
initiation.

Whenk.3.1, the second hinge begins to form before the fi
hinge has softened fully, which means that, for a while, b
hinges are softening simultaneously. In that case, the boun
condition w9(0)50 does not hold becauseM (0)Þ0 when the
second hinge starts to form, which means the first hinge is
fully softened. Then this condition cannot be used to solveP2 .
The preceding simple analysis based on triangular areasGfh and
2Gfh also breaks down.

Fig. 3~a! shows only the case in which the third hinge does
form until the first hinge and second hinge are fully softened
fact, the third hinge could initiate even before the first hinge
fully softened. Fortunately, in practical cases, parameterk will
not be larger than 3.1. Using the valuesE51.0 GPa51
3109 N/m2, n50.29, s050.2 MPa523105 N/m2, r59.81
3103 N/m3 andGf510 N/m, typical for sea ice, one can get

k50.118h23/4Q2~h! (24)

For k50.1– 6m, k will be less than 3.1 becauseQ(h) is always
less than 1. Therefore, the casek.3.1 will not be discussed fur
ther.

It should, nevertheless, be noted that the case of a pla
hinge, for which the moment-rotation diagrams end with a ho
zontal plateau, coincides with the asymptotic casek→`, which
is discussed next.

Load Capacity and Ductility

Once the second hinge has softened to zero, there is a crac
across the thickness. So the shear capacity must drop to zero
the opposite sides of the plate become disconnected, i.e., th
posite faces of the crack can slide vertically. Consequently,
load must immediately drop, as shown in the figure. Thus
makes no sense to look for further hinges to form. The comple
of the second hinge obviously represents the ductility limit, i
the stability limit under load-point displacement control.

This kind of ductility limit does not occur in plasticity, wher
the cross section retains a finite shear capacity even at the p
moment. The plastic limit load is in this case unbounded—
sketched in Fig. 6. The plasticity solution for the present proble
in theory, never reaches a horizontal plateau, as long as the

Fig. 6. Yielding zones of plastic hinges for different sizesh,
moment-rotation diagram of plastic hinge, and load-deflection d
gram of floating ice plate with no flooding on top~note the nonzero
terminal slope!
y

t

c

ll
d
-

ic

-

gram of buoyancy pressure of water versus the deflection rem
linear ~the same must of course apply to the plasticity solution
the case of concentrated load!.

The linear relation between buoyancy force and deflect
ceases to hold if there are cracks through which water can s
and flood the top of the plate. The flooding, which can occur~in
view of the mass density of ice! only if the deflection exceeds 9%
of the plate thickness~a rather large deflection!, is mathematically
equivalent to plasticization of the foundation~i.e., the buoyancy
pressure becomes a constant, independent of deflection!. In that
case, the plastic solution does reach a horizontal plateau~corre-
sponding to a limit load!, but only if the deflection exceeds 9% o
ice thickness.

Plastic Hinge Behavior in Asymptotic Case
of Vanishing Thickness

If the thickness of the floating ice,h becomes infinitely small,
Eqs.~3! and~4! indicate thatRt will also become infinitely small
and u f will become infinitely large. Then the bending mome
magnitude at the hinge will remainM p , i.e., the hinge will not
soften. So the hinge actually behaves as a plastic hinge.

Since the behavior of the hinge will not influence the gove
ing differential equation~5!, the general solution of the plate de
flection will remain to be Eq.~6!. The first part of the load-
deflection diagram prior to the formation of the first hinge is t
same as in the softening case, and so Eq.~8! can be used to
calculateP1 and the correspondingw0 andK0 .

Because the first hinge, after it forms, will not get softened,
boundary conditions will beM52M p , V5P/2 at x50, andC3

andC4 will remain zero. Now it is found that the maxM occurs at
the point whereV50 or w-50. The maximum magnitude ofM
and the coordinate of the point where it occurs are as follows

maxM5M pA2~k224k18!expFarccotS k24

k D G ,
x5

1

b
arccotS k24

k D , k5
P

bM p
(25)

A second hinge~with a symmetric hinge at the negative side
x! starts to form when maxuMu5Mp . This condition yields

P5P259.7352bM p , x5x05
1.0384

b
, w051.9338

M p

b2h
(26)

As before, after the second hinge forms, Eq.~6! can be used only
for the segmentxP(0,p/4b), while the branch at the right side o
the second hinge can be represented as Eq.~11!. The boundary
conditions must be analyzed carefully. At pointx50, one has
M52M p andV5P/2. At the second hinge pointx5x0 , clearly
M 25M p , M 15M p , andV25V1.

Since the moment atx5x0 is the moment of maximum mag
nitude possible and the shear forceV is proportional to the slope
of the bending moment diagram, one finds thatV2>0 andV1

<0 at the second hinge. This will cause thatV250 andV150 at
the second hinge.C5 andC6 can be determined from the value
M 1 and V1, and so they will remain constant even ifP is in-
creased.

This means that the deflectionsw will not change in the beam
segment lying beyond the second hinge. Thus,w1(x0) will re-
main equal toM p /(2b2D). At the same time,C1 , C2 , C3 , and
C4 can be determined from the values ofM (0), V(0), M 2(x0),
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / MARCH 2002 / 259
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and V2(x0). SinceV(0) is related toP, one finds thatw2(x0)
will decrease whenP is increased above the valueP2

59.7352bM p . Becausew1(x0) remains unchanged, deflectionw
will, therefore, be discontinuous at the second hinge ifP is in-
creased aboveP2 . Since the deflection cannot rise further wh
the deflection curve is discontinuous, it follows thatP2 must be
the maximum load.

To continue the analysis, assume now thatw can become dis-
continuous at the second hinge, while at the same time the b
cannot resist momentM p . With this assumption,P can be in-
creased aboveP2 . However, the bending moment within the se
ment (0,x0) will reach M p if P is large enough. SinceV2(x0)
remains zero, the third hinge must be located infinitely close
the second hinge.

In other words, the second hinge will cease to be a poin
plasticized segment will spread to the left~towards the origin of
x!. The critical point ofP, denoted asP3 , is at the point where
w-8(x0)50 because after that the bending moment of maxim
magnitude within the segment would exceedM p . According to
the governing equations, this means thatw(x0)50 and it follows
that:

P5P3511.038bM p , w052.9618
M p

b2h
(27)

If P is increased aboveP3 , the second hinge will get extende
leftwards ~towards the origin ofx!. Using x1 to ascertain the
location of the left end of the plastic segment, one finds that
boundary conditions includeM52M p , V5P/2 at pointx50,
and M5M p ; V50 andw50 at pointx5x1 . From these five
boundary conditions, the values ofC1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , andP can be
solved directly. The resulting load-deflection diagram is as sho
in Fig. 3~a!.

Asymptotic Matching Formulas for Entire Size
Range

Our analysis has so far dealt with only with the asymptotic ca
that is, with~1! the case of vanishing ice thicknessh for which the
plastic limit analysis holds, and~2! the case of sufficiently thick
ice for which the hinges do not soften simultaneously. To obta
general formula for size effect, we now invoke the technique
asymptotic matching:

This technique seeks to obtain an approximate formula for
entire size range, including the intermediate size range whic
much harder to solve, by finding a smooth formula that matc
these two asymptotic solutions forh→0 and forh→`. Invented
by Prandtl about a century ago and exemplified by the bound
layer theory, this technique has been used widely and very
cessfully in fluid mechanics to interpolate between differe
asymptotic solutions of differential equations in the spatial co
dinate ~Bender and Orszag 1978; Barenblatt 1979; Hinch 19
Sedov 1959!. Here, instead of applying this technique in the sp
tial coordinatex, we do so in sizeh as the coordinate, which is in
fact much simpler.

The size effect formulas~18! and ~20! for the peaks and
troughs apply only to large enoughh for which Pi are peaks and
the hinges do not soften simultaneously. For smaller sizes, sim
exact formulas cannot be obtained.

However, forh→0, the solution provided by plasticity is als
simple. In similarity to the approach taken for concrete beams
frames~Bažant 2000a!, one may exploit the fact that the depe
dence of nominal strength onh ought to be smooth. For thi
260 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / MARCH 2002
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reason, an approximate formula for the size effect can be obta
by interpolation between the simple size effects for small a
large sizes, properly regarded as asymptotic matching in the lh
scale. It may be checked that the following smooth approxim
formulas for the entire size range have the correct large and s
size asymptotic behaviors:

sN1
5sN1

0 Q~h!F11S&h

3l D r G1/r

(28)

sN1
8 5sN1

0 Q~h!F11S l fh

l 2 D r G21/r

(29)

sN2
5sN2

0 Q~h!F11S ep/4h

3l D r G1/r

(30)

sN2
8 5sN2

0 Q~h!F11S 0.7470l f

l 2 D r G21/r

(31)

where r is a positive empirical constant~probably close to 1,
based on analogy with other quasi-brittle materials; Bazˇant and
Novák 2000b!, andsN1

0 andsN2

0 are the nominal strengths corre

sponding to loadsP1 andP2 calculated according to plasticity.
The overall maximum load of the floating ice always occu

for the second peak because

sN5max~sN1
,sN2

!5sN2
(32)

However, if the troughsN1
8 is considerably smaller thansN1

, then

one must design against the first peak. This means that t
exists a certain critical ice thicknessh* at which the design size
effect curve should jump from thesN2

curve down tosN1
curve.

Numerical Example

Figs. 7 and 8 show the calculated load-deflection curve and
effect curves for the following typical characteristics of sea
have been assumed:r59.813103 N/m3; tensile strengthf t8
50.2 MPa; fracture toughnessKc50.1 MPaAm; Poisson’s ratio
n50.29; Young’s modulusE51.0 GPa; tensile strengths0

Fig. 7. Numerical example of load-deflection curves calculated
typical ice properties~note that scales in each plot are different!
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50.2 MPa, with the corresponding values: fracture energyGf

5Kc
2/E510 J/m2, and Irwin’s fracture characteristic lengthl 0

5(Kc / f t8)
250.25 m.

Note that the plasticity solution, with no peaks and no s
effect, applies only for ice thickness less than a few millimete
Peaks followed by softening occur for ice thicker than abou
cm, and peaks followed by snapback instability for ice thick
than about 20 cm about 0.1–6 m; the plots for smaller thickne
are shown to illustrate the theory. Although the range of pract
interest for the Arctic is from about 0.1 m to about 6 m, t
smaller thicknesses are included in the plots in order to illust
the theory. Obviously, the plastic response, with no size effec
far below the practical range.

Summary and Conclusions
1. The moment-rotation diagram of the inelastic hinges in

ice plates must exhibit postpeak softening. For the sake
simplicity, the softening is here simplified as linear. Accor
ing to the energetic concept of fracture mechanics, the s
ening slope of the dimensionless moment-rotation diagr
must get steeper as the plate thicknessh increases~while in
plasticity, this slope remains the same!.

2. The first line hinge occurs under the load. A symmetric p
of hinges forms second in the negative moment region n
the load. A further distinct symmetric pair of hinges cann
occur. Rather, the hinge region of the second-formed hin
spreads continuously toward the load. But failure must oc
once a through-crack develops in the second-formed hin

3. For large enoughh, the hinges~on one side of the load! do
not soften simultaneously and the load-deflection diagr
has multiple peaks and troughs; it consists of a series
spikes, which get progressively narrower ash is increased.
This case is easy to solve analytically~whether or not this
kind of behavior occurs for real ice thicknesses is irreleva
the only purpose of solving this simple asymptotic case is
obtain a support for an asymptotic matching formula app
cable through the entire range!.

4. For the middle size range with not too largeh and nonvan-
ishingh, the hinges soften simultaneously, and there may
only one peak and no troughs. In this case, the analyt
solution is complicated and an accurate solution calls fo
numerical approach.

5. For vanishingh, the plasticity solution, which is also easy
obtain, must be asymptotically approached. The limit load

Fig. 8. Size effect obtained in numerical example
s

r

.

l

a plastic~shear-transmitting! floating plate under line load is
unbounded unless water can flood the top of ice~the same
must hold for the case of concentrated load!. The reason is
that the foundation provided by water buoyancy is alwa
linear, i.e., behaves elastically.

6. There are two kinds of size effect:~a! the size effect due to
formation of a finite fracture process zone at crack initiati
from the surface, and~b! the size effect due to energy relea
as the crack in the hinge gets deep. In terms of the dim
sionless nominal strength, the former size effect results in
up-and-down logarithmic size effect plot; it causes the nom
nal stress for each load peak to first decrease withh and then
asymptotically approach for largeh a rising asymptote~re-
verse size effect! proportional toh1/4. The latter size effect,
on the other hand, is a strong monotonic size effect; it cau
the nominal strength for each trough between two spikes
decrease asymptotically ash21/2.

7. Compared to the case of beam structures studied separ
~Bažant 2000a!, the existence of the reverse size effect f
the peaks at largeh, and of the milder size effect for the
troughs, are the consequence of buoyancy, which ne
ceases to grow linearly with deflection~unless water can
flood the top of ice plate!.

8. To obtain approximate formulas for the size effect throu
the entire size range, including the middle range with hing
softening simultaneously, the technique of asympto
matching is invoked. Approximate formulas of general v
lidity are constructed as smooth formulas whose asympto
for large and small thickness match the exact size eff
solutions for the asymptotic cases.

9. For typical sea ice properties, the hinges do not soften sim
taneously and the response is very brittle, with the lo
deflection diagram consisting of sharp peaks. Plastic beh
ior is reached only for ice thicknesses much below the ra
of interest.
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Appendix: Combined Energetic-Statistical Size
Effect

The entire present analysis can be easily generalized to inc
the Weibull-type statistical size effect on the mean strength~Ba-
žant and Planas 1998, Chap. 12; Bazˇant and Nova´k 2000b!. It
would suffice to replace functionQ(h) defined by Eq.~1! with
the formula

1

Q~h!
5F S Db

hDb1hD rn/m

1
rD b

hDb1hG1/r

(33)

~Bažant 2001c! where n5Weibull modulus ~typically 20–50!;
nd525number of spatial dimensions; andr, h5constants~r is
usually close to 1!. Since normallyrnd /n!1, this formula devi-
ates significantly from the definition ofQ(h) in Eq. ~1! only for
h@Db .
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